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1. COMPACT STORE
Compact Store is a program that simplifies the management of  

Weland Solution's vertical store lifts. With easy to use dialogues, intuitive menu  
structure and clear command layout, getting up and running is easy.  

Compact Store supports all of the work steps included in normal store management.  
Output, take from store, stock overview as well as inventory are easily accessible and 

managed using Compact Store.  

Compact Store can be used as a completely freestanding system, but, in most cases, 
there is some form of connection to the business system. The business system looks 
after the finances and Compact Store is given the task of looking after the store man-

agement. The communication between the Business System and Compact Store results 
in a simple and qualitative work flow.

Compact Store is modular, which means that the system always contains the  
functions needed by the customer, whatever the size or complexity of the store.  

Because Compact Store is a standard system, it develops in step with the  
customer's needs and wishes. Making your own adjustments to Compact Store is both 
easy and effective, as is managing any adaptation over the system's useful life, without 

reducing the functionality and the possibility for upgrades.
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1.1. System configuration

Compact Store
SQL Server 2008/2012, database 
containing application logic and:

- Internet Information Server, dialogues
- CommParser, import order files
- CommCreatorm export order files

PC in the local network

PC using Internet Explorer dialogs.

Mobile devices

Mobile devices that use
Internet Explorer via Wi-Fi.

Vertical storage lifts

Connected in a private network.

Server in your local network

Server with ERP-system

Communication PC

Communication with vertical storage lifts, 
label printers and other related equipment 
through an additional network card.

ExComm/Compact Talk

Program logic for communication with
vertical storage lifts, label printers and 
other associated equipment.

Shared folder

For file communication
between ERP-systems
and Compact Store.
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Term Description        

ERP
ERP stands for Enterprise Resource Planning, and is a name for 
the system that handles the order management with respect to 
the customer.

Order row Information about an assignment such as Item, quantity etc.

Order number
One or more order rows. The order number has to be unique 
and is only permitted to be sent to Compact Store once. In the 
business system, this can be, for example, a picking list number.

ERP order number The business system's order number 

Store position size A physical size e.g. a plastic box with a given size.

Store position
A physical position that exists somewhere in the store, which is 
controlled by Compact Store. Each Store position has a Store 
position size, which defines the size of the position.

Tray
A physical carrier of goods. A store life contains many trays.   
On each tray there is one or more Store positions.

Unit
Several positions that belong together in some way, e.g. a  
vertical store lift or one or more pallet racks.

Zone
One or more units that belong together in some way. For  
example, the units Lift 1 and Lift 2 can belong to the zone Lift.

Output
An inward move of an Item to a Compact Store store  
position.

Take from store
An outward move of an Item from a Compact Store Store posi-
tion.

Redeployment
A redeployment of an Item between two Compact Store  
Store positions.

Max. quantity
Maximum quantity of a given Item that can fit in a Store  
position size.

Link Item
The first time an Item is entered into store, the Store position 
size it is permitted to occupy and how many Items fit in the 
position size are defined.

Fixed position
The link Item/Store position is maintained even if the balance 
drops to 0 for the position in question. When the Item is placed 
in store again, the fixed position will be used again.

Variable position

The link Item/Store position is deleted when the balance drops 
to zero in the position in question. When the Item is placed into 
store again, a completely new position is selected depending on 
the occupancy.

1.2. Basic concepts
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1.3. Login
The login system is extremely simple to use. You log in by entering your user name and password and 
progress by pressing the tick icon or Enter.

There are five different levels of login. The login levels control what you can access in Compact Store and 
the menu selections you can use.
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Favourites menu
In the favourites menu, you use the most common 
functions in the work flow. From here, you can start 
a output and a take from store, create a manual 
order, start order as well as create inventory order.

Favourites menu – Display queue
In the favourites menu - Display queue,  you get an 
overview and a holistic view of the lifts mission. 
From here, you can see the assignment queue, view 
completed assignments, view the stock status of 
different articles, search for items/store positions 
and show current display assignments. 

Favourites menu – Admin
In the favourites menu - Admin, you can make 
administrative adjustments to improve the daily 
workflow. Here you create trays and can access 
tray layout. Item maintenance and item links are 
handled from this view as well as maintenance of 
store positions and store position sizes. 

1.4. Menu structure
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Icon menu
Via the Icon menu, you can reach all the functions in the program. Under various icons, functions have been 
categorised to give a simpler command overview.

Text menu
The text menu gives an immediate overview of all Compact Store functions. To reach a different menu op-
tion, you click on the text option wanted.
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2. Tray maintenance
Registering trays in Compact Store in a way that reflects the number of trays 

in the store lift is a self-explanatory operation that is required to start the 
connection between the store lift and Compact Store. The is usually done 

during the initial installation of the store lift or when more trays are pur-
chased after the initial installation. Trays are registered for each store lift. 
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2.1. Create trays in the vertical store lift
Registering trays in Compact Store in a way that reflects the number of trays in the store lift is a self-ex-
planatory operation that is required to start the connection between the store lift and Compact Store. The 
is usually done during the initial installation of the store lift or when more trays are purchased after the 
initial installation. Trays are registered for each store lift. 

Create trays
In the Favourites menu, under Admin, you can find 
the dialogue Create trays where you register trays. 
To progress with the registration, you click on the 
icon Create trays. Before registering trays in Com-
pact Store, you should know the number of trays in 
the store lift. 

Register trays
Firstly, select Unit, i.e. the store lift for which the trays will be registered. Tray type indicates dimensions for 
the width and depth of the trays. In the next step, you enter the number of trays to be registered and you do 
this by entering the number sequence of the trays From tray and To tray. You can choose to name the trays 
with a Description. If you have select the box Number, the trays will be numbered automatically.  
To finish the registration, you go to Create trays. Compact Store, with a green text message, indicates that 
the trays have been created.
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2.2. Define trays in the vertical store lift

Tray layout
Under the Favourites menu, Admin view, you can define and modify the trays after registration of trays in 
Compact Store. You do this via Tray layout.

Edit Tray
On the tray outlet, you select the tray you want to edit and progress with Show tray. In chapter 4, there  
is more information about tray layout and how to maintain Store positions. Information about how to main-
tain Store position sizes is available in chapter 5.
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3. Item maintenance
The Item register is one of the main functions in a store system.  

By effective Item maintenance in Compact Store, you obtain an optimal overview 
and know the Item position and Item balance. Compact Store offers ways of work-
ing that involve registration and updating of various details regarding Items, history 

of Item movements as well as volume value calculations.  
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3.1. Define available Items

Item maintenance
In the Favourites menu, Admin view, you can 
define and modify Item data following registra-
tion of trays in Compact Store. You do this via 
Item maintenance.

Proposal for registered Items
By starting to write the Item number, Compact 
Store suggests registered Items that start with the 
same characters that have been entered.

Information about Store position and Item balance
In the list of suggested Items, both the Item number and the Item 
description are shown. On the list, you can also find information 
about Store position and Item balance. By clicking on the text 
marked in blue, you obtain more information. 
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3.2. Register new Items

Display item
To register new Items in Compact Store, you click on Display item.

Create or Change Item
From this menu option, you edit different field is you want to make  
a change in an existing Item or enter information that is missing.  
To create a new Item, you start by entering the desired Item number. 
After this, enter description, net and gross weight. You leave value  
1 as is and let Frequency stand on 2 MELLAN (intermediate).

Based on the data you have entered or edited in the various fields, 
you progress by selecting Create item. You can also choose to 
change the information in the existing Item that you brought up, 
delete the Item or link it to a Store position size.
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3.3. Item overview

Click for more information
When you click on the text marked in blue, 
the Item number or Store position, you obtain 
more information linked to the Item. 

Edit or create Item
Under the item Item number, your obtain the total balance in the store lift as well as incoming and 
booked quantity. On Links, you can find which Store positions sizes the Item is linked to as well as the 
max quantity on these. Under Store position, there is further information that is displayed. For example, 
you can find out when the most recent output was done or the last time the Item was stocktaken. 

When reviewing based on Item number, you also have the option to click further in Compact Store. For 
example, you can go directly from View to Output or Create Inventory.
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4. Store position size  
maintenance

To obtain the best store optimisation in Compact Store, you need to spend some 
time on the store position sizes' extent. What store position sizes do we need to 

have? What dimensions do our products have? Which products should be linked to 
the different store position sizes that we have chosen to have? These are just a few 
of the questions to consider before you decide to register the Store position sizes 
in Compact Store. Well planned store position sizes provide flexibility, maximised 

store density and faster picking flow.
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4.1. Store position sizes

Store position size maintenance
To create a new Store position size, go to  
Favourites menu, Admin view and select the  
Store position size maintenance menu.

Show Store position size
Now, you obtain all the values for the default po-
sition store size. By changing these, and clicking 
on Create size , you receive a message with size 
information saying the Store position size has been 
created. From this view, you can also edit or delete a 
Store position size as well as go to the tray layout.

Select Default 
When choosing Store position size, all the Store 
position sizes already registered appear. Among 
these there is a Store position size with the 
description Default, dimensions 100x100x100. 
Select Default and progress with Show store 
position size.
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4.2. Store position sizes – tray layout

Tray Layout
For a more easy to grasp view of the Store 
position size, you can use the tray layout.

Store position in relation to tray
In the tray layout, you can see the Store position size visually in relation to the tray, which 
makes registration of Store positions more clear. When you place store position sizes via 
tray layout, you always start from the selected tray. When you choose a Store position size, 
an illustration of the store position position size in relation to the tray appears.
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5. Store position  
maintenance

Store positions represent the fundamental store structure and are used for suggest-
ing the Items’ specific position in the store lift. When you have created the Store 

positions, you can define the content that you want to place in each Store position, 
or the Store position can act as a variable Store position  

without giving any specific content.
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Tray Layout
Tray layout is a very useful tool in  
Compact Store. You can easily reach many func-
tions and, among other things, have the options to 
either administrate Store position or send assign-
ments to the store lift. 

Overview of tray layout
The tray layout for a single tray should reflect the real condition of the Store position and structure on the 
tray in the store lift. The grey area corresponds to free area. Store position size coloured white means free 
Store position (i.e. not linked to a specific Item). A green square is an occupied Store position. You can also 
see which Item is stored in the position and the quantity. When the square is green, it means the Store po-
sition has a balance. A yellow square means reserved Store position. The specific Item for which the Store 
position is reserved is also shown.

5.1. Tray layout
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5.2.  Create Store positions – tray layout

Placing store position
By placing a store position size in the desired place on the tray in the tray layout, and progressing by clicking 
Create store positions, you have generated a completed store position.

The actual tray is illustrated by a grid and each square is 50mm, both vertical and horizontally. These 
squares help when you need to place a Store position on the tray. Before you create a Store position on 
the tray, it is important to think about the placement. On the image above, a rod square is marked, and it is 
placed 0 mm horizontally from the left-hand edge and 350 mm vertically from the front edge (in depth). In 
other words, this is where I want to place the bottom left corner of my Store position. 

The next step is to choose Store position size. In this case, the store position size we want to use is Large. 
You also choose whether you want to create just one of these Store positions horizontally and vertically in 
sequence. Furthermore, you select whether the Store position will be variable and whether different items 
will be permitted in this Store position. Finish by selecting Create store position. A confirmation will now 
appear saying that a Store position has been created. 

Fixed position
The link Item/store position is maintained even if the balance drops to zero for the store position in question. 
When the Item is placed in store again, the fixed position will be used again. 

Variable position
The link Item/Store position is deleted when the balance drops to zero in the position in question. When the 
Item is placed into store again, a completely new position is selected depending on the occupancy.
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5.3. Define available store positions – tray layout

Placing store position
When the store position has been registered, it is given a name. You see the store position's X and Y position 
and information about the store position size. From the tray outlook view, you can also manage the store po-
sition maintenance for a single store position. You can edit, move or delete the store position. You can also 
change from variable store position to fixed store position and choose whether you want to permit different 
Items to be stored in the one and same store position. Item linking can also be performed via this view.
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5.4. Link item
Linking an item to a store position size is necessary in Compact Store in order for the store lift to know 
where it has to be placed and stored during input. If the item has a link to a store position, the output of the 
item is allocated based on the store position's properties and settings. Item linking can be done in different 
ways in Compact Store.

The Favourites menu
Under the Favourites menu's Admin view, you go to 
Link item. Here, you enter item number for the item 
you want to link and progress with Display item link. 
You now receive a list of all of the store position 
sizes to which the item is linked. From here, you ad-
minister the item linkage. To create a new item link, 
select Lift and Store position size to link the item to. 
Entering the max. quantity per position is mandatory, 
i.e. how many of these items fit in the selected store 
position size. Finish by clicking Create.

Link via tray layout
You can also link an item via the tray layout. Mark the store position/store position size to which you 
want to link the item and fill in the mandatory fields. To make the link, click on Create. There is also the 
option to create an item link via output.
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6. Workflow
For the daily workflow to function optimally, some preparations are required. We 

have registered the trays, the items, the store location sizes and the store locations 
as well as linked the items to the store location sizes, which is the last piece of the 

puzzle needed to get started. 
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6.1. Start order

The Favourites menu
As an operator, it is usual to start a shift by 
looking to see which assignments and order 
are in the view Start order. 

Sort, filter and delete
Here, you can see a list with all incoming orders. These are orders that have been communicated auto-
matically from the business system and manual orders that have been created in Compact Store. In this 
view, you can sort the list by assignment type or specifically choose an order number that will be shown 
alone on the list. Furthermore, there are further filter options that provide a more easy to grasp, total 
picture of all of the assignments. You start the assignment in the store lift by choosing the order you 
want the store lift to start on and click Start order. The store lift starts and you acknowledge once the 
assignment is completed.

There are a number of functions that are very usable in the daily work flow. Apart from starting order in 
the store lift, you can delete orders, show items missing in an order or show items lacking item link.
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6.2. Input

The Favourites menu
Placing items in the storage lift is one of the most 
common operations in the work flow. Performing 
an output in Compact Store is very easy. Under the 
Favourites menu, click further using Input.

Mandatory and optional fields
Mandatory fields that have to be filled in are item 
number and quantity (the item that you want to 
store in the storage lift and how many items will be 
entered in this output). All other fields are optional. 
If you know exactly which store position you want 
this output to go to during input, you enter the store 
position manually in the field Store position. If the 
item we have chosen to store is linked to several 
registered store position sizes in the storage lift, 
you can select which store position size you want 
the storage lift to choose during this specific output 
assignment.

Start and acknowledge assignment
On this output view, you can choose to link an item 
to a specific store position size. First, choose the 
store position size in order to then enter the max. 
quantity (the maximum permitted balance for this 
item in the selected store position size)

Start the assignment in the storage lift by selecting 
Start right away and click Create input. When the 
storage lift has run the tray forwards, you place the 
goods in the store position and acknowledge the 
assignment.
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6.3. Output

The Favourites menu
Taking items from store, also called picking, is 
a daily action performed by operators working 
by the storage lift. To run a take from store 
in Compact Store, go to the Favourites menu 
and click on Output.

Sort, filter and delete
The mandatory fields during take from store are the item number and the quantity you want to pick. It 
is optional to choose which store position the storage lift will use for this particular assignment. If you 
want to choose a specific store position, click on the desired store position in the box to the right. The 
store position name is copied to the field Store position. If you have several zones, i.e. several store 
positions registered in Compact Store, you can select the specific storage lift from which the items 
are to be taken.

Start and acknowledge assignment
You start the assignment in the storage lift by selecting Start right away and clicking Create output. 
When the storage lift has run the tray forwards, you pick the correct quantity from the store position 
and acknowledge the assignment.
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6.4. Inventory

The Favourites menu
Inventory is a function where you 
verify and update any errors in the 
system's stock balance. The store 
position balance in Compact Store 
is compared with the real quantity 
in the compact storage lift in the 
various registered store position.

Display items
There are several filter options 
when you are creating a inventory 
order. You can choose to stock-
take the whole storage lift and all 
registered items but also to only 
stocktake certain trays or a given 
item. When you have filtered as 
you want, go further by selecting 
Display items.

Create inventory order
In this example, we have chosen 
to inventory trays 1 to 5. All of the 
items that are registered on these 
trays are shown on a list. You can 
select which items will be includ-
ed in a inventory order, or mark 
everything by ticking the box All. By 
ticking the option Start right away, 
the inventory order is placed in the 
queue and the assignment is sent 
to the vertical storage lift at once, 
when you click on Create inventory 
order.
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7. Support
Contact our support
Weland Solutions AB

http://www.welandsolutions.com
ITsupport@welandsolutions.se

Tel: +46 (0) 371-34 444

Visit us
Anderstorpsvägen 24
SE-332 36 Gislaved




